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Clubs,	Organizations,	Etc.
CMC Language	table	at	cafeteria	(M,	Th)	
Pitzer Spanish	Conversation	Table	at	cafeteria
Pomona Oldenborg	center,	dorm	and	conversation	tables	(daily	table	with	beginner	on	Wed.)
Scripps
a	weekly	Spanish	table	meets	in	the	Malott	Commons.	(Th)
Spanish	Corridor	 r
Courses
CMC
Fall	2013
SPAN001	CM-01		Introductory	Spanish			
Gonzales,	Carlos	E.
SPAN001	CM-02		Introductory	Spanish			
Gonzales,	Carlos	E.
SPAN022	CM-01		Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
Reyes,	Andrea	H.
SPAN033	CM-01		Intermediate	Spanish			
	Skinner,	Lee	Joan
SPAN033	CM-02		Intermediate	Spanish			
Gonzales,	Carlos	E.
SPAN033	CM-03		Intermediate	Spanish			
	Altamirano,	Nicole
SPAN033	CM-04		Intermediate	Spanish			
Altamirano,	Nicole
SPAN044	CM-01		Advanced	Spanish:	Culture	&	Soc			
	Hernandez,	Esther	M.
SPAN044	CM-02		Advanced	Spanish:	Culture	&	Soc			
Hernandez,	Esther	M.
SPAN044	CM-03		Advanced	Spanish:	Culture	&	Soc			
Hernandez,	Esther	M.
SPAN044	CM-04		Advanced	Spanish:	Culture	&	Soc			
Reyes,	Andrea	H.
SPAN101	CM-01		Intro	to	Literary	Analysis			
Valencia,	Norman	A.
SPAN102	CM-01		Latin	American	Culture	&	Civ			
Reyes,	Andrea	H.
SPAN148	CM-01		Special	Topics	in	Spanish	-	Lit	&	Cultures	of	
Contemp	Spain	Altamirano,	Nicole
	SPAN150	CM-01	Identity/Nation	19th	C	Span-Amer			
	Skinner,	Lee	Joan
Spring	2014
	SPAN002	CM-01	Continuing	Introductory	Spanish			
				Altamirano,	Nicole
	SPAN002	CM-02	Continuing	Introductory	Spanish			
				Altamirano,	Nicole
SPAN022	CM-01		Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
				Reyes,	Andrea	H.
SPAN033	CM-01		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Velazco,	Salvador
	SPAN033	CM-02		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Velazco,	Salvador
SPAN033	CM-03		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Gonzales,	Carlos	E
	SPAN044	CM-01		Advanced	Spanish:	Culture	&	Soc			
				Vega-Duran,	Raquel
SPAN044	CM-02		Advanced	Spanish:	Culture	&	Soc			
				Hernandez,	Esther	M.
	SPAN044	CM-03		Advanced	Spanish:	Culture	&	Soc			
				Gonzales,	Carlos	E.
	SPAN101	CM-01		Intro	to	Literary	Analysis			
				Valencia,	Norman	A.
	SPAN154	CM-01		Women	in	Spain:	Making	History			
				Vega-Duran,	Raquel
SPAN148	CM-01		Special	Topics	in	Spanish			
				Hernandez,	Esther	M.
Full	course	list T
SPAN	001	CM	-	Introductory	Spanish r
SPAN	002	CM	-	Continuing	Introductory	Spanish r
SPAN	022	CM	-	Intensive	Introductory	Spanish r
SPAN	033	CM	-	Intermediate	Spanish r
SPAN	044	CM	-	Advanced	Spanish:	Contemporary	Hispanic	
Culture	and	Society	 r
SPAN	101	CM	-	Introduction	to	Literary	Analysis r
SPAN	102	CM	-	Latin	American	Culture	and	Civilization r
SPAN	120A	SC	-	Survey	of	Spanish	Literature	I r
SPAN	120B	SC	-	Survey	of	Spanish	Literature	II r
SPAN	122	CM	-	Images	of	Immigration	in	Spanish	Literature	
and	Cinema:	Border-Crossings,	Identities,	and	Cultural	
Translation
r
SPAN	123	CM	-	Encounters	in	the	Atlantic r
SPAN	124	CM	-	Visions	of	Democracy:	New	Spanish	Voices	
after	the	Fall	of	the	Dictatorship r
SPAN	125A	CM	-	Introduction	to	Latin	American	Literature	
and	Civilization	I r
SPAN	125B	CM	-	Introduction	to	Latin	American	Literature	
and	Civilization	II r
SPAN	128	CM	-	Hispanic	and	Latino	Literature	in	New	York r
SPAN	148	CM	-	Special	Topics	in	Spanish r
SPAN	150	CM	-	Nation	and	Identity	in	19th-Century	Spanish	
America r
SPAN	152	CM	-	Gender	in	19th-Century	Spanish	America r
SPAN	155	CM	-	Small	Wonders:	The	Latin	American	Short	
Story r
SPAN	157	CM	-	History,	Memory,	and	Nostalgia	in	Spanish	
America r
SPAN	158	CM	-	Revolutions	and	Revolutionary	Thought	in	
Spanish	America r
SPAN	178	CM	-	The	New	Latin	American	Cinema:	History,	
Politics,	Gender,	and	Society r
SPAN	179	CM	-	Mexican	Cinema	in	the	New	Millennium r
SPAN	180	CM	-	Time	of	Crisis:	Spanish	Literature	from	
1898-1920 r
SPAN	181	CM	-	Representations	of	Democracy	in	Latin	
American	Literature	and	Cinema r
SPAN	182	CM	-	Latin	American	Documentary	Cinema r
SPAN	184	CM	-	Literature	of	the	Zapatista	Rebellion:	“To	rule	
by	obeying”	(seminar) r
SPAN	199	CM	-	Independent	Study	in	Spanish r
Harvey	Mudd
Pitzer
Fall	2013
SPAN001	PZ-01		Introductory	Spanish			
Florez,	Jose	Luis
SPAN001	PZ-02		Introductory	Spanish			
Florez,	Jose	Luis
SPAN022	PZ-01		Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
Alfaro	Porras,	Arianna
SPAN022	PZ-02		Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
Alfaro	Porras,	Arianna
SPAN031	PZ-01		Community-Based	Spanish	Practcm			
Ethel	Jorge
SPAN033	PZ-01		Intermediate	Spanish			
Pierola,	Marcela
SPAN033	PZ-02		Intermediate	Spanish			
Pierola,	Marcela
	SPAN044	PZ-01		Advanced	Spanish			
Gutierrez,	Paula
SPAN050	PZ-01		Spanish	for	Heritage	Speakers			
	Gutierrez,	Paula
SPAN055	PZ-01		Adv	Conversation	through	Film			
	Pierola,	Marcela
SPAN055	PZ-02		Adv	Conversation	through	Film			
Gutierrez,	Paula
SPAN077	PZ-01		Tchng	Communicative	Competency			
Gutierrez,	Paula
SPAN100	PZ-01		Spanish	in	the	Community	-	Children	of	
Immigration	Ethel	Jorge
SPAN135	PZ-01		Los	Angeles:	La	Ciudad,	su	Gente			
	Ethel	Jorge
Full	course	list	
	SPAN	051	PZ	-	Spanish	in	the	Community
Introductory	Spanish.	 r
22.	Intensive	Introductory	Spanish r
31.	Community-Based	Spanish	Practicum	I.	(Formerly	Span	
11).
r
33.	Intermediate	Spanish.	 r
44.	Advanced	Spanish:	Contemporary	Hispanic	Culture	and	
Society.	 r
50.	Chevere:	Advanced	Spanish	for	Heritage	Speakers.	 r
55.	Advanced	Conversation	Through	Film.	
65CH.	Spanish	for	Bilinguals
70.	Advanced	Spanish:	Spanish	for	Science.	
MS	88.	Media	Mexican	Visual	Cultures.	(See	Media	Studies	
88).	
100.	Spanish	in	the	Community:	Children	of	Immigration.	 r
101.	Introduction	to	Literary	Analysis.	 r
102.	Latin	American	Culture	and	Civilization.	 r
104.	Oral	History.	 r
174.	Lost	in	Translation:	An	Introduction	to	Translatio r
186.	Latin	American	Cultural	Diaspora.	 r
187.	Expressions	of	Latin	American	Popular	Cultures r
188.	Documenting	Spanish	Speaking	Cultures	in	Our	
Community.	 r
189.	Seminar	on	Contemporary	Issues	in	the	Spanish	
Speaking	World.	 r
Spanish	199.	Senior	Research	Seminar.	 r
Spring	2014
	SPAN002	PZ-01		Continuing	Introductory	Spanish			
				Florez,	Jose	Luis
SPAN002	PZ-02		Continuing	Introductory	Spanish			
				Florez,	Jose	Luis
	SPAN002	PZ-03		Continuing	Introductory	Spanish			
				Florez,	Jose	Luis
SPAN022	PZ-01		Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
				Alfaro	Porras,	Arianna
	SPAN031	PZ-01		Community-Based	Spanish	Practcm			
				Gutierrez,	Paula
	SPAN033	PZ-01		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Pierola,	Marcela
	SPAN033	PZ-02		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Alfaro	Porras,	Arianna
SPAN044	PZ-01		Adv.	Spanish:	Language	&	Culture			
				Gutierrez,	Paula
SPAN044	PZ-02		Adv.	Spanish:	Language	&	Culture			
				Gutierrez,	Paula
	SPAN055	PZ-01		Adv	Conversation	through	Film			
				Pierola,	Marcela
	SPAN187	PZ-01		Latin	American	Popular	Cultures			
				Ethel	Jorge
	SPAN199	PZ-01		Senior	Research	Project			
				Ethel	Jorge
r
	SPAN100	PZ-01		Spanish	in	the	Community			
				Jorge,	Ethel
Scripps
Fall	2013
	SPAN011	SC-01	Conversation:Contemporary	Span			
Staff
SPAN033	SC-01		Intermediate	Spanish	Santizo,	Gabriela
SPAN033	SC-02		Intermediate	Spanish	Santizo,	Gabriela
SPAN044	SC-01		Advanced	Spanish	Lopez,	Cesar	G.
SPAN065	CH-01		Spanish	for	Bilinguals			
Alcala,	Rita	Cano
SPAN101	SC-01		Introduction	Literary	Analysis			
	Perez	de	Mendiola,	Marina
SPAN103	SC-01		Adv	Conversation	and	Composition			
	Wood,	Jennifer	Jenkins
SPAN116	SC-01		Beyond	Neoliberal	Imaginaries			
Santizo,	Gabriela
SPAN120A	SC-01	Survey	of	Spanish	Literature			
Lopez,	Cesar	G.
SPAN133	SC-01		Translation	&	Right	to	Language			
Perez	de	Mendiola,	Marina
SPAN164	SC-01		Masterpieces	of	Hispanic	Theater			
Sanjuan,	Carmen
Full	course	list	
1,2.	Introductory	Spanish. r
11.	Conversation:	Contemporary	Spanish	Language	and	
Culture.
22.	Intensive	Introductory	Spanish. r
33.	Intermediate	Spanish. r
44.	Advanced	Spanish:	Readings	in	Literature	and	
Civilization. r
70.	Advanced	Spanish:	Spanish	for	Science.
101.	Introduction	to	Literary	Analysis.	
102.	Latin	American	Culture	and	Civilization
103.	Advanced	Conversation	and	Composition. r
110.	Introduction	to	Spanish	Civilization.
114.	Gender	and	Identity	Formation	in	Contemporary	
Mexican	Literature.
115.	Contemporary	Spanish	Women	Writers:	Gender,	
Politics,	and	The	Self
120a,b.	Survey	of	Spanish	Literature.
CHLT	126A	CH.	Chicano	Movement	Literature. r
CHLT	126B	CH.	Contemporary	Chicana/o	Literature. r
127	CH.	Literatura	Chicana	en	Espaol.
140.	The	Spanish	Transition	Through	the	Lens	of	Pedro	
Almodóvar.
151.	"Necropolis":	Detective	Novels	and	Cities	in	Spain	and	
Latin	America
155.	Short	Fiction	by	Hispanic	Women	Writers.
156.	From	Macondo	to	McOndo:	Revisiting	the	Latin	
American	Short	Story.
157.	Nineteenth-Century	Latin	American	Literature:	Nation,	
Family,	and	Romance.
164.	Sorrow	and	Happiness:	Masterpieces	of	Hispanic	
Theater.
165.	History	of	the	Spanish	Language.
175.	From	Freedom	and	Democracy	to	Dictatorship	and	
Repression:	The	Aftermath	of	the	Spanish	Civil	War,	1936-
1975.	
176.	From	Tyranny	to	Democracy:	The	Politics	of	Culture	in	
Spain	Between	1975-1992.	
179.	Fe,	Esperanza,	Amor	y	Muerte:	Women	Writers	of	the	
Hispanic	World.	
184.	The	Image	and	the	Word/La	imagen	y	la	palabra.
186	CHLT.	Contemporary	Chicana	Literature	Seminar.
191.	Senior	Thesis r
199.	Independent	Study	in	Latin	American	or	Spanish	
Literature:	Reading	and	Research. r
Spring	2014
SPAN022	SC-01		Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
				Sanjuan,	Carmen
SPAN022	SC-02		Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
				Sanjuan,	Carmen
	SPAN033	SC-01		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Santizo,	Gabriela
	SPAN044	SC-01		Advanced	Spanish			
				Wood,	Jennifer	Jenkins
	SPAN101	SC-01		Introduction	Literary	Analysis			
				Perez	de	Mendiola,	Marina
	SPAN110	SC-01		Intro	to	Spanish	Civilization			
				Lopez,	Cesar	G.
SPAN115	SC-01		Contemp	Spanish	Women	Writers			
				Sanjuan,	Carme
SPAN120B	SC-01		Survey	of	Spanish	Literature			
				Wood,	Jennifer	Jenkins
	SPAN131	SC-01		Queer	Lives	in	Latin	America			
				Santizo,	Gabriela
	SPAN175	SC-01		Aftermath	of	Spanish	Civil	War			
				Lopez,	Cesar	G.
Pomonao
Full	course	list
SPAN	001	PO	-	Elementary	Spanish r
SPAN	002	PO	-	Elementary	Spanish r
SPAN	011	PO	-	Conversation:	Contemporary	Spanish	
Language	and	Culture r
SPAN	013	PO	-	Advanced	Conversation r
SPAN	022	PO	-	Intensive	Introductory	Spanish r
SPAN	033	PO	-	Intermediate	Spanish r
SPAN	044	PO	-	Advanced	Grammar	and	Composition r
SPAN	050	PO	-	Chévere:	Advanced	Spanish	for	Heritage	
Speakers r
SPAN	100	PO	-	Orale:	Language,	Culture	and	Writing	for	
Heritage	Speakers r
SPAN	101	PO	-	Introduction	to	Literary	Analysis r
SPAN	102	PO	-	The	New	Spain:	Introduction	to	Spanish	
Cultural	Studies r
SPAN	105	PO	-	Spanish	Film:	Tradition	and	Transgression r
SPAN	106	PO	-	Images	of	Latin	America	in	Fiction	and	Film r
SPAN	107	PO	-	Identity	Matters	in	Latin	American	Literature	
and	Culture r
SPAN	109	PO	-	Introduction	to	Hispanic	Linguistics r
SPAN	120A	PO	-	Survey	of	Spanish	Literature r
SPAN	120B	PO	-	Survey	of	Spanish	Literature r
SPAN	124	PO	-	Language	in	Spain:	Power,	Ideology,	Identity r
SPAN	125A	PO	-	Survey	of	Spanish	American	Literature r
SPAN	125B	PO	-	Survey	of	Spanish	American	Literature r
SPAN	126	PO	-	In	Short:	Latin	American	Story	Telling r
SPAN	127	PO	-	Spanish	Phonetics	and	Phonology r
SPAN	129	PO	-	Early	Modern	Women	Writers r
SPAN	130	PO	-	Reading	Bodies	in	Contemporary	Latino/a	
American	Literature	and	Culture r
SPAN	135	PO	-	Latin	American	Narrative	Boom	of	the	1960s r
	SPAN	140	PO	-	From	the	"Boom”	to	"Literatura	Lite”:	Gender	
and	Genre	in	Contemporary	Latin	American	Literature	and	
Culture
r
SPAN	142	PO	-	Tropicalizations:	Transcultural	
Representations	of	Latinidad r
SPAN	146	PO	-	El	Deseo	de	la	Palabra:	Poetry	or	Death r
SPAN	160	PO	-	Spain	at	a	Crossroads:	Discourses	of	Gender	
and	Empire r
SPAN	170	PO	-	Don	Quixote	and	Cultural	Identity r
SPAN	172	PO	-	Transvestite	Drama	of	the	Early	Modern	
Period r
	SPAN	175	PO	-	Romantics	and	Realists:	19th-Century	
Spanish	Literature r
	SPAN	180	PO	-	Spanish	Literature	1898-1936 r
	SPAN	182	PO	-	Contemporary	Spanish	Poetry:	Experience	
and	Experimentation r
SPAN	185	PO	-	The	Avant	Garde	in	Spain r
SPAN	191	PO	-	Senior	Thesis r
SPAN	192	PO	-	Senior	Paper r
	SPAN	193	PO	-	Senior	Oral	Presentation r
SPAN	198	PO	-	Summer	Reading	&	Research r
Fall	2013
SPAN001	PO-01		Elementary	Spanish			
Sitnisky-Cole,	Carolina
	SPAN011	PO-01	Spanish	Conversation,	Intermed			
Bashaw,	Rita	B.
SPAN011	PO-02		Spanish	Conversation,	Intermed			
	Bashaw,	Rita	B.
SPAN013	PO-01		Spanish	Conversation,	Advanced			
Bashaw,	Rita	B.
	SPAN013	PO-02	Spanish	Conversation,	Advanced			
Bashaw,	Rita	B
SPAN022	PO-01		Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
	Kim,	Wha	Sook
	SPAN022	PO-02	Intensive	Introductory	Spanish			
Kim,	Wha	Sook
SPAN033	PO-01		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Sitnisky-Cole,	Carolina
SPAN033	PO-02		Intermediate	Spanish			
Lopez,	Grace	Y.
	SPAN033	PO-03	Intermediate	Spanish			
Lopez,	Grace	Y.
	SPAN044	PO-01	Advanced	Spanish			
Cahill,	Paul	H.
SPAN044	PO-02		Advanced	Spanish			
	Sitnisky-Cole,	Carolina
SPAN044	PO-03		Advanced	Spanish		Kim,	Wha	Sook
Identity	in	Lat	Amer	Lit/Culture			
Lopez,	Grace	Y.
SPAN125A	PO-01	Survey	of	Spanish	American	Lit			
Chavez	Silverman,	Suzanne
	SPAN125A	PO-02	Survey	of	Spanish	American	Lit			
Montenegro,	Nivia	C.
SPAN129	PO-01		Early	Modern	Women	Writers			Cartagena,	
Jose	Reynaldo
	SPAN101	PO-01	Intro	to	Literary	Analysis			
Montenegro,	Nivia	C.
	SPAN101	PO-02	Intro	to	Literary	Analysis			
Chavez	Silverman,	Suzanne
	SPAN101	PO-03	Intro	to	Literary	Analysis			
Cartagena,	Jose	Reynaldo
SPAN174	PO-01		Fictional	Families			
Coffey,	Mary	L.
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Thesis	Cahill
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Thesis	Cartege
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Thesis	Chavez-S
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Thesis	Coffey
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Thesis	Davila	
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Thesis	Divita	
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Thesis	Monte
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Paper	Coffey
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Paper	Monte	
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Paper	Chavez-S	
SPAN191	PO	Senior	Oral	Presentation	Coffey
Spring	2014
SPAN011	PO-01		Spanish	Conversation,	Intermed			
				Bashaw,	Rita	B.
SPAN011	PO-02		Spanish	Conversation,	Intermed			
			Bashaw,	Rita	B.
	SPAN013	PO-01		Spanish	Conversation,	Advanced			
				Bashaw,	Rita	B.
SPAN013	PO-02		Spanish	Conversation,	Advanced			
				Bashaw,	Rita	B.
	SPAN033	PO-01		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Kim,	Wha	Sook
SPAN033	PO-02		Intermediate	Spanish			
				Sitnisky-Cole,	Carolina
	SPAN033	PO-03	Intermediate	Spanish			
				Kim,	Wha	Sook
SPAN044	PO-01		Advanced	Spanish			
				Kim,	Wha	Sook
	SPAN044	PO-02		Advanced	Spanish			
				Davila,	Grace
	SPAN101	PO-01		Intro	to	Literary	Analysis			
				Cahill,	Paul	H.
	SPAN101	PO-02		Intro	to	Literary	Analysis			
				Cartagena,	Jose	Reynaldo
	SPAN101	PO-03		Intro	to	Literary	Analysis			
				Cahill,	Paul	H.
	SPAN106	PO-01		Images	of	Latin	America			
				Montenegro,	Nivia	C.
SPAN108	PO-01		Latin(o)	American	Life	Writing			
				Chavez	Silverman,	Suzanne
SPAN125B	PO-01		Survey	of	Spanish	American	Lit			
				Montenegro,	Nivia	C.
	SPAN140	PO-01		Gender/Genre	Lat	Am	Lit/Culture			
				Chavez	Silverman,	Suzanne
	SPAN145	PO-01		Contemporary	Lat.	Am.	Theatre			
				Davila,	Grace
	SPAN162	PO-01		Space	Power	Privilege	Cont	Spain			
				Cahill,	Paul	H.
	SPAN170	PO-01		Don	Quixote	&	Cultural	Identity			
				Cartagena,	Jose	Reynaldo
	SPAN191	PO-04		Senior	Thesis	
SPAN192	PO-12		Senior	Paper	
Faculty
CMCDepartment
Nicole	Altamirano,	Ph.D	V
Carlos	Enrique	Gonzales,	Ph.D	V
Esther	Hernandez,	M.A	V	instructor	
Lee	Skinner,	Ph.D
Raquel	Vega-Duran,	Ph.D.	
Salvador	Velazco,	Ph.D
PitzerEthel	Jorge
Pomona
David	Divita T
Grace	Davila-Lopez	(adjunct	since	1991) T
Jose	Cartagena-Calderon T
Mary	Coffey T
Nivia	Montenegro T
Paul	Cahill
T
Suzanne	Chavez-Silverman T
Scripps T
Rita	Cano	Alcala T
Cesar	G.	Lopez T
Marina	Perez	de	Mendiola T
Carmen	Sanjuán-Pastor T
Jennifer	Wood T
Degree	Requirements
CMC	Spanish	part	of		Modern	Languages	and	Lit	department TMajor	 r
Spanish	major	 rRequirements	 r
Spanish	33	
9	more	classes
Majors	take	one	of	the	following	pair	of	courses:	SPAN	120A	
and	B	or	SPAN	125A	and	B
Two	courses	in	either	Peninsular	Literature	and	Culture,	or	
two	courses	in	Latin	American	Literature	and	Culture
five	electives	
Senior	Thesis	 rSenior	Thesis	Honorsto	be	eligible	for	honors rA-	average	in	major	 r
Spanish	dual	major rRequirements	 r
Spanish	33
7	more	classes	
one	of	the	following	pair	of	courses:	SPAN	120A	and	B	or	
SPAN	125A	and	B;
two	courses	in	either	Peninsular	Literature	and	Culture,	or	
two	courses	in	Latin	American	Literature	and	Culture
three	more	classes,	for	the	dual	major)	electives
Senior	Thesis	for	one	of	the	majors	is	required	(s	onot	nec.	
thesis	for	Spanish	major) rSenior	Thesis	Honors rto	be	eligible	for	honors	
completed	all	requirements	for	full	Spanish	major	and	are	
granted	honors	OR	qualify	and	recieve	honors	in	both	of	
disciplines	of	their	dual	major	
r
Pitzer	Spanish	part	of	Modern	Languages,	Literature	and	
Culture	department		 T
Major	
General	Requirements	for	all	3	tracks
Spanish	language	proficiency	at	the	intermediate	level	upon	
entry	to	the	major	(end	of	the	sophomore	year)	and	at	the	
advanced	or	superior	level	upon	completion	(ACTFL	
standards).
Tracks
Track	one	-	Spanish	Language	and	Literature		Requirements
One	theory	of	language	course	or	equivalent,	for	example:	
Spanish	165,	Linguistics	10	or	100.
One	course	on	literary	analysis	or	equivalent,	for	example:	
Spanish	101.	
One	course	that	provides	a	sociocultural	or	historical	
background	for	the	student's	area	of	literary	focus.
Six	courses	with	a	focus	on	the	literature	of	either	Spain	or	
Latin	America,	or	a	comparative	transatlantic	study.	
Spanish	199,	a	capstone	senior	research	project.
Track	two	-	Spanish	Language	and	Cultures
One	course	as	a	theoretical	foundation	for	understanding	
culture,	for	example	Anthro	2,	Soc	1.	
One	course	that	connects	language	and	society,	for	example	
Linguistics	112,	115,	116,	Anthropology	3,	117.
One	foundations	course	that	provides	a	sociocultural	or	
historical	background	for	the	student's	area	of	focus,	for	
example,	Spanish	102,	History	21,	Chicano	Studies	32CH,	
100iCH,	Anthropology	33.	
Six	courses	focused	on	the	study	of	one	or	two	Spanish	
speaking	cultures.	
Spanish	199,	a	capstone	senior	research	project.
Track	three	-	Interdisciplinary	Studies	in	Spanish r
One	course	as	a	theoretical	foundation	for	understanding	
culture,	for	example	Anthropology	2,	Sociology	1
One	introductory	course	in	the	emphasis	area.
One	course	that	provides	a	sociocultural	or	historical	
background	for	the	student's	emphasis	area.	
Four	elective	upper	division	courses	in	Spanish.	
Two	courses	in	the	emphasis	that	are	taught	in	Spanish.
Spanish	199,	a	capstone	senior	research	project.
An	immersion	experience	in	at	least	one	Spanish-speaking	
community	abroad	or	within	the	United	States,	as	
determined	with	the	adviser.
Eight	of	the	required	courses	within	each	track	should	be	
taught	in	Spanish	and	be	above	Spanish	44.	With	the	
adviser's	consent	these	eight	may	include	cross-listed	
courses	with	Spanish	or	other	courses	numbered	below	
Spanish	44,	such	as	the	Community-based	Spanish	
Practicum,	or	Chicano	Studies	65.
In	addition,	each	student	will	complete	the	requirements	for	
one	of	the	following	tracks	(at	least	9	to	10	courses)
Spanish	199,	a	capstone	senior	research	project.
Honors
Students	whose	general	academic	work	and	senior	research	
are	judged	as	excellent	will	be	considered	for	graduation	
with	honors	in	Spanish.
Combined	major	in	Spanish	Students	may	consider	a	combined	major	with	Spanish;	it	requires	a	minimum	of	six	courses	in	Spanish.
Minor	 rrequires	successful	completion	of	6	graded	courses	in	Spanish,	five	of	them	above	Spanish	33
The	sixth	course	will	be	in	a	language	immersion	setting	
(community-based	Spanish,	internship,	study	abroad,	or	
other).
Scripps	Spanish	classes	are	taught	within	Hispanic	Studies	
department T
Major
Hispanic	Literature	Track
Prereqs
SubSpanish	70,	or	equivalent
Spanish	44
One	course	in	C ivilization:	Spanish	110,	Spanish	102	(at	
CMC)	or	equivalent	(abroad	or	Pitzer	152,	158,	187).
One	survey	literature	course:	Spanish	120a,	Spanish	120b,	
Spanish	125a,	Spanish	125b,	or	equivalent.
Four	literature	courses	above	100,	selected	in	consultation	
with	the	academic	advisor.	
Two	courses	selected	from	the	fields	of	anthropology,	art,	
Chicano/a-Latino/a	Studies,	economics,	history,	international	
relations,	literature,	music,	politics,	sociology.	Only	one	of	
these	may	be	taken	in	English.
Senior	Thesis	(Spanish	191),	taken	during	the	spring	of	the	
senior	year.
Hispanic	Culture	Track
One	course	in	C ivilization:	Spanish	110,	Spanish	102	(at	
CMC),	or	equivalent	(abroad	or	Pitzer	152,	158,	187).
One	survey	literature	course:	Spanish	120a,	Spanish	120b,	
Spanish	125a,	Spanish	125b,	or	equivalent.
Six	courses	selected	from	the	fields	of	anthropology,	art,	
Chicano/a-Latino/a	Studies,	economics,	history,	international	
relations,	literature,	music,	politics,	sociology.	Only	one	of	
these	may	be	taken	in	English.
Prereqs
Spanish	44
Span	70	or	equivalent	
Senior	Theses	(Spanish	191),	taken	during	the	spring	of	the	
senior	year.
Dual	and	Double	Majors r
Minor	
Spanish	44
Spanish	70	or	equivalent	
One	course	on	Spain	or	Latin	American	Civilization:	Spanish	
110,	Spanish	102	(at	CMC)	or	equivalent.
One	literature	survey	course	in	Peninsular	or	Latin	American	
Literature	(Spanish	120a,	Spanish	120b,	Spanish	125a,	
Spanish	125b	or	equivalent).
Three	courses	selected	from	the	fields	of	anthropology,	art,	
Chicano/a-Latino/a	Studies,	economics,	history,	international	
relations,	literature,	music,	politics,	sociology.	Only	one	of	
these	may	be	taken	in	English.
Study	abroad	during	one	semester	in	Spain	or	a	Latin	
American	country	is	strongly	recommended.
Honors	Program	 r
Pomona	Spanish	dept	is	part	of	Romance	Languages	and	Lit	
Dept omajor
Requirements
10	transitional	and	upper-division	courses	are	required,	
among	which	5	must	be	take	at	Pomona	College
reside	in	Oldenbirg	for	one	year	
study	abroad
to	have	advisor	in	the	dept	
Senior	Exercisesmust	complete	either	senior	thesis	or	senior	research	paper
Senior	Thesis	(SPAN	191	PO)	
The	Senior	Thesis	earns	one	course	credit	(one-half	course	
credit	per	semester)
Students	who	wish	to	write	a	Senior	Thesis	must	present	a	
Senior	Thesis	proposal	by	the	13th	week	of	their	junior	year.
The	thesis	proposal	must	be	approved	by	the	Spanish	
section	Senior	Execise	Committee.	If	the	Senior	Theses	
proposal	is	not	approved,	the	student	must	complete	a	
Senior	Research	Paper	exercise.
must	be	at	least	35	exclusive	of	bibliography	and	notes
one-half	of	the	thesis	(bibliography	and	15-20	pages	of	the	
thesis	itself)	must	be	completed	during	the	first	semester	of	
the	senior	year
remainder	of	thesis	will	be	completed	during	the	second	
semester	topic
At	the	end	of	the	fall	semester,	the	grade	for	the	thesis	will	
indicate	that	the	course	is	in	progress
Students	who	complete	the	Senior	Thesis	meritoriously	will	
be	eligible	to	obtain	distinction	in	the	senior	exercise.
Topic	is	expected	to	be	comparitive	in	nature
must	prepare	an	oral	presentation	of	20-30	minutes	in	length	
in	Spanish	on	the	topic	of	the	thesis
delivered	during	the	second	semester	of	the	senior	year	to	
the	faculty	and	majors	of	the	student’s	language	section.	A	
single	grade	will	be	awarded	for	the	Paper/Thesis;	this	grade	
will	be	posted	on	the	student’s	transcript	after	the	second	
semester	of	the	senior	year.	No	course	credit	is	awarded	for	
the	Oral	Presentation	and	it	is	graded	P/NC.
Senior	Research	Paper	(SPAN	192	PO)
will	be	based	on	a	seminal	paper	that	the	student	has	written	
in	the	context	of	a	Pomona	College	upper-division	course	
(SPAN	126	PO	or	higher)
counts	as	half-course	
must	be	at	least	25	pages	in	length,	exclusive	of	
bibliography	and	notes.
By	the	end	of	the	first	week	of	the	semester	(Fall	or	Spring	
of	the	Senior	year)	in	which	the	Research	Paper	will	be	
completed,	the	student	must	submit	a	description	of	the	
project,	which	will	be	reviewed	by	the	Spanish	section	Senior	
Exercise	Committee	for	approva
A	director,	ideally	the	professor	of	the	course	in	which	the	
seminal	paper	was	written,	and	a	second	reader	will	oversee	
the	exercise
Topic	is	expected	to	be	comparitive	in	nature
will	present	an	oral	presentation	of	15-20	minutes
delivered	during	the	second	semester	of	the	senior	year	to	
the	faculty	and	majors	of	the	student’s	language	section.	A	
single	grade	will	be	awarded	for	the	Paper/Thesis;	this	grade	
will	be	posted	on	the	student’s	transcript	after	the	second	
semester	of	the	senior	year.	No	course	credit	is	awarded	for	
the	Oral	Presentation	and	it	is	graded	P/NC.
Required	courses	
SPAN	193	PO
SPAN	191	PO	(the	Senior	Thesis)	or	SPAN	192	PO	(the	
Senior	Research	Paper) r
SPAN	120B	PO:	Survey	of	Spanish	Literature	or	SPAN	125B:	
Survey	of	Spanish	American	Literature	PO:	
SPAN	125A	PO r
SPAN	120A	PO
SPAN	101	PO
Library	Resources
Natalie	Tagge,	Spanish	librarian T
Course	and	subject	research	guides T
Subject	database	resources T
